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On page 8, left column, the 2nd paragraph has been deleted, therefore we inserted at the end of paragraph 1: see description for figure.

Legend of Fig. 1: The first sentence has been deleted because it has been existed 2 times. The 6th sentence in the legend was not correct. Correct is: Another expected effect of memantine in OCD is removal of disturbing interference between the AHC and striatum that could improve performance of implicit memory.

On page 9, left column, 2nd paragraph, the 2nd sentence is not correct. Correct is: As stated above, ATL volume has been found to be bilaterally smaller in autogenous as well as harm/checking obsessions [39, 79].

On page 10 left column, the Funding is not correct. Correct is: This work was supported by the grants AZV MHC R no. 15-34524A and 15-29370A, the project “NPU4NUDZ” no. LO1611, with a financial support from the MEYS under the NPU I program, by the Charles University research program PROGRES Q35, 260388 / SVV / 2017.